The effect of digital nerve stimulation on recruitment order of motor units in the first deep lumbrical muscle of the cat.
The normal recruitment order of EMG spikes of the first deep lumbrical muscle of the cat's hindpaw, usually seen during cortical stimulation, pad pinch and weak plantar nerve stimulation, was temporarily reversed after stimulation of the medial digital nerve of the foot at 50 Hz for 2 min, and normal order was recovered in 2 to 10 min. The longer the period of stimulation of the medial digital nerve was, the longer the time for recovery. Alteration of order is repeatable and reversible after an interval of more than 15 min. After prolonged medial digital nerve stimulation, EMG responses to pad pinch and plantar nerve stimulation were facilitated. Combination of some stimuli (e.g. cortical stimulation and plantar nerve stimulation, pad pinch and plantar nerve stimulation, plantar nerve and medial digital nerve stimulation) also produced reversal of recruitment order during the period of stimulation. A functionally single motor nerve fiber to the first deep lumbrical muscle was isolated from the motor nerve axons in L7 and S1 of the spinal cord of cats, and physiological properties of pairs of motor units whose recruitment order was temporarily altered by plantar nerve stimulation after prolonged stimulation of the medial digital nerve of a foot were examined. Motor units with large action potentials were more facilitated than motor units with small action potentials after prolonged stimulation of the medial digital nerve. The former motor units showed fast contraction time, large twitch tension, low resistance to fatigue and presence of sag-behavior. The latter motor units showed slow contraction time, small twitch tension and high resistance to fatigue. High threshold motor units with middle-sized surface EMG records were recruited after motor units with large potentials had been recruited; motor units with middle-size action potentials were beta motor axons branching to both intrafusal and extrafusal muscle fibers. The beta motor axons also showed fast conduction velocity and the presence of sag-behavior.